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colour trending
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Some of our 
greatest stories 
come from the  

times spent adventuring through the camp-
grounds. Sitting around the campfire reciting 
tales of ghosts and ghouls, singing songs that 
flood our minds with memories.

Fashion is a memory and paints a picture of 
our history. Designs are revisited points in time, 
and much like the songs of a campfire, fashion 
can evoke powerful memories in us all.

Colour in fashion has this same effect, with 
a simple flash of green or red sending us into 
a reminiscent trance, reminding us of the 
great times spent with family, sitting around a 
campfire telling tales as old as time.

Junya Watanabe drew his inspiration from 
a single word, faraway. With clear links to 
tribal aesthetics, Watanabe experimented with 
patchwork fabrics in various abstract prints, 
and without being too derivative, materialised 
a camping lifestyle collection for the free spirit 
who isn’t afraid of the adventure. The collection 
had many wearable pieces, but its essence 
was unbound, without care or consideration to 
traditional construction techniques. In a colour 
similar to Resene Pizazz the neutral palette 
helped ground the collection, delivering a 
cohesive message of freedom.

The Missoni man is well travelled and doesn’t 
settle for long. Collecting as he travels, the 
story painted by Missoni this season was that 
of a nomad who endlessly roamed, exploring 

the vast offerings of the globe. The result was 
a mixed selection of fabric in a warm palette, 
with oranges similar in colour to Resene 
Guggenheim. Textiles appeared comfortable 
and easy to wear, casual but still well conceived. 
All that was missing is a harmonica and some 
company, things I’m sure can be found along 
the way.

While Raf Simons may have curated his 
menswear collection around the concept of a 
military jacket, this one red creation set itself 
apart from the rest. Similar in colour to Resene 
Komakorau from a distance it appeared to take 
on the form of the campfire, mimicking the dual 
tone weaving of flames as they desperately 
reach for the sky before fading into nothing. 
The construction and colour choice speaks 
volumes of how inspiration can be found 
in the most minute elements, and however 
unintentional, are still effective in prompting a 
reaction. 

In a New Zealand environment, the tartan-
esk print of a flannel shirt is almost symbolic 
of the countryside, and without a doubt always 
present during a camping expedition. Sacai 
transformed the flannel pattern, pairing it with 
lightweight fabrics for spring, that still evoke 
vivid memories for a New Zealand consumer. 
Similar in colour to Resene Bullseye the solid 
red is forever engrained in the history of our 
country culture, and is inescapable whenever 
you’re away from the city. 
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